Instructions for Registration Process
To call up the new registration process, the interested party can proceed to the UMAS page
directly via the registration link. They can find this via the following link:
UMAS registration process
This registration enables the user not only to use WebParts but also to access the B2B Connect
platform. This connects various B2B applications that can be used in the MB sphere.

1.1 Creating the customer organization
Selecting the market
After clicking on "New Registration", a screen will appear that invites the interested party to
select their market.

The location of the company is decisive for the selection.

Information about the company
Once the interested party has confirmed the country in which they are located, a screen will be
displayed that contains the input fields for information about their company. Mandatory fields

are marked with a *. The data is not transferred to the application until the last step of the
registration, once the data protection conditions have been accepted.

If no VAT ID is entered, a warning will appear. The input field for VAT is not relevant for WebParts
applicants. The error message can be skipped by clicking on "Continue". If the customer still
wishes to use other systems, it is advisable to enter the VAT ID here.

1.2. Creating the customer administrator (user)
Next, the interested party specifies an administrator for their customer organization by entering
the person's details on the screen. Additional users can be created for the customer
organization once the user has logged in for the first time. Later, the confirmation link for the
registration is sent to the email address specified here.

1.3. Selecting a Mercedes-Benz partner
In the final step, the interested party can select a Mercedes-Benz partner. This step is not
necessary to register for B2B Connect. However, if the interested party would like to order parts
via WebParts, the customer can already select the dealer with which they wish to place orders
later in this step. To this end, the required divisions and the method of contact are requested
first.

Second, it is possible to search for and select the dealer via the dealer locator by entering either
an address or a name.

Note: In this step, the desired dealer may already have been selected. If a customer
wishes to register with a dealer from another country or skips the dealer selection for
the time being, they can search for every desired dealer connected to WebParts and send
a registration request when they initially log in to WebParts.

1.4. Summary
In the last step, the customer is shown all the information that they have entered. It is still
possible to amend information via the pen icon. Finally, the interested party must confirm the
data protection statements / General Terms of Business and their information.

1.5. Confirmation of registration
To conclude the registration, a confirmation email will be sent to the interested party at the
email address they specified for the administrator of the customer organization. The registration
is confirmed by clicking on "Complete registration". The request is sent to the selected dealer at
the same time.

Email – Confirmation of registration:

Message after clicking on the confirmation link:

In addition, the customer receives an email with the applications for which they requested
access via the registration.
Email – List of accesses requested

1.6

Receipt of user data

Following confirmation of registration, the user will receive two further emails:

Email – Daimler GEMS IAM: Your new GEMS user account

This email contains the user ID generated including the initial password for logging into the
Xentry Portal and WebParts.
Email – Daimler GEMS IAM: Verification of your email address

This email contains the password for the customer's access to GEMS. The information should be
saved, but is not necessary for using WebParts.

1.7. Changing the password and logging into WebParts
The customer can log into WebParts via the link in the email "List of accesses requested".
https://aftersales.i.daimler.com/mb-webparts/

Changing the password

The initial password must be changed. Therefore the following error message appears after the
user ID and initial password are entered.

Clicking on "Modify password" will open a screen for changing your password.

This is where the initial data must be entered and confirmed by clicking on "Next".
In the next step, two password security questions are set that are needed to help in the event of
a later password reset. When all data has been saved, the WebParts link can be called up again
to enable the customer to log in.

WebParts

Note: If the selected dealer has not confirmed the registration yet and has yet to assign
the customer a customer number, the following message appears for the customer:

2. Subsequent selection of a dealership operation
If no dealer was selected during registration or the selected dealer rejected the registration, a
dealer search screen will be displayed for the user after they log in.

Here, the customer has an opportunity to select a desired dealer based on various filter criteria.
Once the desired dealer has been selected, the request is sent to the dealer. Once the handler
has confirmed the registration request, the user can get started with WebParts without any
difficulty.

